GAA instability in Friedreich's Ataxia shares a common, DNA-directed and intraallelic mechanism with other trinucleotide diseases.
We show that GAA instability in Friedreich's Ataxia is a DNA-directed mutation caused by improper DNA structure at the repeat region. Unlike CAG or CGG repeats, which form hairpins, GAA repeats form a YRY triple helix containing non-Watson-Crick pairs. As with hairpins, triplex mediates intergenerational instability in 96% of transmissions. In families with Friedreich's Ataxia, the only recessive trinucleotide disease, GAA instability is not a function of the number of long alleles, ruling out homologous recombination or gene conversion as a major mechanism. The similarity of mutation pattern among triple repeat-related diseases indicates that all trinucleotide instability occurs by a common, intraallelic mechanism that depends on DNA structure. Secondary structure mediates instability by creating strong polymerase pause sites at or within the repeats, facilitating slippage or sister chromatid exchange.